Ras is a membrane-bound protein that regulates multiple downstream pathways, including the Raf/MAPK and the PI3K/Akt signaling pathways.
Ras is a membrane-bound protein that regulates multiple downstream pathways, including the Raf/MAPK and the PI3K/Akt signaling pathways. 1 When bound to guanosine triphosphate (GTP), it remains in an active state but is inactivated by intrinsic GTPase activity that hydrolyzes GTP to guanosine diphosphate (GDP). Ras is activated by upstream receptor tyrosine kinases, including epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), that recruit guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) to the cell membrane to open up the GTP binding site of Ras. Ras-GTPase then deactivates Ras with the assistance of GTPase activating proteins (GAPs). This intricate balance between activation and deactivation of Ras efficiently regulates the communication of signals arising from receptor tyrosine kinases on the cell membrane to effector molecules in the cytoplasm and nucleus. Mutations in the KRAS gene disrupt this fine balance.
Acquired mutations in KRAS are an early step in carcinogenesis, identified in approximately 40 % of colorectal cancers. The most common mutations occur at codons 12 and 13 of exon 2 of the KRAS gene, which encode glycine. These mutations in the phosphate-binding loop of Ras deactivate its intrinsic GTPase activity and render it resistant to GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis, thereby locking Ras into the activated state. Constitutively active Ras is no longer dependent on upstream activation of receptor tyrosine kinases and as a corollary, insensitive to anti-EGFR chemotherapy. An abundance of literature confirming that the presence of KRAS mutation predicts lack of response of colon cancers to anti-EGFR therapy has resulted in the increasing use of KRAS mutation analysis in clinical practice. However, its role as a prognostic marker of overall survival independent of anti-EGFR therapy remains less clear.
2 This is especially true for rectal cancer where studies have shown conflicting results on the predictive value of KRAS mutation status on response to neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy. This was corroborated by a meta-analysis showing no difference in pathologic complete response rates, tumor downstaging, or cancer-specific survival between KRAS wild-type and KRAS mutant rectal cancer patients treated with chemoradiation irrespective of the use of anti-EGFR therapy. 3 The authors of the accompanying manuscript have previously reported on the associations between KRAS mutations and pathologic complete response following neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy for rectal cancer among patients treated on a parent study examining the effect of time interval to surgery following neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy. 4 In the present study, the authors explore this issue further by asking (1) whether the type of KRAS mutation has an impact on predicting treatment outcomes and (2) whether there are any notable associations between KRAS and TP53 mutations that might explain the heterogeneity of treatment responses observed. 5 We consider these two questions separately below.
Not all KRAS mutations are created equal. As noted by the authors in the accompanying manuscript, even though the native amino acid at both these codon loci (12 and 13) is glycine, missense mutations result in amino acids as varied as aspartate, valine, alanine, cysteine, and serine. The most common of these is the glycine?aspartate transition at both codons. The next most common missense mutation is the glycine?valine transversion (conversion of a purine to a pyrimidine). Because this transversion requires replacement of both the base and the amino acid, it may be the result of a greater genotoxic stress, which was suggested by a study of KRAS mutations in lung cancer patients where those who never smoked were more likely to have transitions (rather than transversions) than those who were former or current smokers. 6 An analysis of 94 rectal cancer patients treated with preoperative chemoradiation therapy concluded that G12V mutations appeared to be associated with a lower rate of tumor regression than G13D mutations. 7 Similar results were noted in Dukes B and C colon cancer patients where those harboring G12V mutations had shorter disease-free and overall survival. 8 However, the emerging data on KRAS G13D mutation status and resistance to anti-EGFR therapy are inconsistent and conflicting with some studies, suggesting that the mutation confers patients with improved tumor response and progression-free survival with ant-EGFR therapy, whereas other do not. [9] [10] [11] From a biologic standpoint, multiple lines of evidence suggest that tumor behavior and response to therapy of KRAS mutant cells are driven by the relative dominance of individual effector pathways downstream of Ras. First, fibroblasts transfected with mutant KRAS codon 12 are more resistant to apoptosis, more predisposed to anchorage-independent growth, and grow more readily as spheroids than fibroblasts transfected with mutant KRAS codon 13 or overexpressed wild-type Kras.
12 This is partly explained by the higher association of codon 12 mutants with greater AKT activation compared with codon 13 mutants, which activated the JNK1 pathway more robustly. 12 Second, although the influence of individual KRAS mutations on radiation resistance is inadequately studied, it is well known that Ras activation induces radiation resistance. 13 Among individual downstream pathways of Ras, the dominant mediator of radiation resistance is the PI3K pathway and not the Raf-MEK-MAPK or the Ras-MEK kinase-p38 pathway.
14 Third, different mutant forms of KRAS codon 12 confer varying levels of chemosensitivity. In stably transfected non-smallcell lung cancer cell lines, the G12C mutant was more resistant to cisplatin and more sensitive to Taxol and pemetrexed compared with wild-type. In contrast, the G12V mutant was strongly sensitive to cisplatin and the G12D mutant was more resistant to Taxol. 15 Taken together, these observations suggest that merely identifying mutated KRAS in a tumor may not provide sufficient information about the biologic activity or treatment responsiveness of a tumor; the individual mutation type plays an equally important role in determining treatment susceptibility, which may be mediated by the relative dominance of individual downstream effector pathways. One way to discern this would be assess the level of activation of each of these pathways in tumor tissues concurrently with mutation analyses. Alternatively, one may classify each mutation as one that disrupts a dominant pathway or one that does not. When TP53 mutations were analyzed in this fashion, patients with head and neck cancer who harbored disruptive TP53 mutations had a significantly higher risk of locoregional recurrence than those harboring no mutations or nondisruptive mutations. 16 Dichotomizing TP53 mutation status as wild-type or mutant alone was not predictive of locoregional recurrence. In agreement with these biological rationales, the authors of the accompanying manuscript rightly conclude that KRAS mutation status is not a binary variable and the specific mutation within the KRAS gene influences the heterogeneity of treatment responses observed.
The authors also postulate that specific mutations in KRAS do not occur in isolation and that the global genetic context modulates the impact of these mutations on overall treatment response of tumors. They identify a strong association between KRAS mutations in codon 13 and a high incidence (75 %) of a TP53 mutation. In contrast, only 37 % of patients with any other KRAS mutation harbored a TP53 mutation. 5 A similar interplay between KRAS mutation and TP53 mutation was noted by Bazan et al. 17 where the presence of TP53 mutations in the L3 domain in combination with KRAS mutations at codon 13 were predictive of worse prognosis in colorectal cancers. We surmise that, in the absence of pathway addiction by a driver mutation and specific targeting of the addicted pathway with a selective inhibitor, individual mutations in genes (passengers) may exert effects on treatment that are a consequence of their inherent ability to drive proliferative prosurvival pathways or occur in a context of other genetic defects that they either interact with or are overshadowed by to elicit a response to treatment. Thus, the variability in the resistance of KRAS mutant tumors to chemoradiation therapy may be due to inherent differences in downstream signaling by these KRAS mutant tumors and/or differences in prevalence of other mutations in these KRAS mutant tumors. Admittedly, these findings provide additional reasons to continue our quest to unearth genomic signatures that predict response of rectal cancers to preoperative chemoradiation therapy.
Many investigators have tried to identify molecular genetic predictors of pCR following CXRT. [18] [19] [20] No definitive predictors exist, but as the authors have shown, the results have been more useful for predicting lack of response rather than to predict response. Other predictive modalities, such as imaging (MRI, PET) also have been studied but by themselves are limited. [21] [22] [23] Nonetheless, it is important to continue to seek predictors of response to chemoradiation therapy, because response is a biomarker of excellent prognosis following TME and an excellent response may offer a real possibility of organ preservation, highlighting the importance of making the right decision. [24] [25] [26] Unfortunately, current strategies, including evaluating clinical response and residual tumor within the bowel wall by local excision, are inadequate, particularly given the high stakes involved and the curative potential of TME. 27 So how do we move forward? We envision a future where clinical, molecular genetic, and radiographic predictors are integrated into a composite decision-making algorithm with each additional factor increasing the pretest probability of the subsequently applied factor. Perhaps only then we can have sufficient predictive ability to confidently recommend organ-preserving treatment options for patients predicted to have a high probability of response and favorable prognosis without radical resection and treatment intensification (either chemo/biologic therapy, radiation therapy, or both) for patients predicted to have a low probability of response to chemoradiation therapy. In fact, identification of a signature of lack of response or resistance to therapy may be as useful as identification of a signature of treatment responsiveness. Furthermore, we expect that some of these biomarkers may not be selfevident until treatment has begun and a dynamic change from baseline triggered by the selection pressure of sublethal doses of chemoradiation therapy serves as a guide for decision-making and adaptive treatment modification. In a treatment-naïve situation, the signature of treatment resistant subpopulations may be drowned by that of the treatment sensitive subpopulations. Dynamic (inducible as opposed to constitutive) changes noted after initiating treatment might unmask the disproportionate influence of treatment-resistant subpopulations in dictating treatment failure. Similarly, accurate assessment of early changes in physiological imaging parameters that predate conventional morphological imaging parameters of responding (shrinking) tumors may not only predict subsequent clinicopathological measures of response but also offer the opportunity to make adaptive treatment modifications.
Thus, while the molecular mechanisms behind the authors' observations may not be clearly identified, the authors are to be commended for their commitment to advancing our understanding of the complex relationship between baseline molecular genetic characteristics of tumors and their response to neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy. In this case KRAS mutations, either as driver or passenger, were informative regarding chemoradiation treatment response. Only with a rigorous approach to understanding the mechanisms of treatment response and resistance can we continue to make steps towards true treatment personalization. DISCLOSURE Dr. Chang is supported in part by a National Cancer Institute Research Grant (K07-CA133187).
